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The number of parcels sent internationally has increased by 4.5 
times in the last 6 years, from 43bn in 2014 to 131bn in 2020 (B2B, 
B2C, C2B). UK deliveries account for 4% of this number, making it 
the fourth highest buyer of e-commerce goods in the world. On 
Black Friday and for Christmas 2021 respectively, 83% and 67% of 
the UK’s shopping budget is expected to be spent online. 

With shops closed during lockdown, online retail consumption 
shot through the roof. Couriers such as Amazon, Royal Mail and 
Hermes all reported double figure growth during the pandemic. 
There are multiple reasons for this increase in adoption: a wide 
and deep assortment of goods, lower prices, and free next day 
delivery and returns. 

The way deliveries have been designed, around the principle of 
convenience, is also key in explaining the rise of e-commerce. 
At a macro level, this is especially problematic. Over-convenience 
and the insatiable need to have everything delivered at 
break-neck speed is overwhelming systems and having 
untold implications on the environment. 

Convenient deliveries are fuelling 
e-commerce growth
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https://www.statista.com/chart/10922/parcel-shipping-volume-and-parcel-spend-in-selected-countries/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1140055/parcel-shipping-volume-worldwide-country/
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/retail-consumer/insights/festive-predictions.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/03/amazon-reports-uk-sales-rose-by-51-in-2020
https://news.sky.com/story/covid-19-royal-mail-profits-from-lockdown-online-sales-surge-but-warns-parcel-growth-is-slipping-12311654
https://www.myhermes.co.uk/press/hermes-uk-delivers-record-volumes-of-parcels-in-peak-and-throughout-2020


In the last 30 years, CO2 emissions from vans on EU roads grew by 
58%, but ‘only’ by 20% from cars. While cities try to control this, with 
the establishment of the Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) in London for 
example, there is a disparity between vans on the road and their 
environmental impact. 

Among the top 10 ULEZ compliant vans sold in Europe, the difference 
in emissions can be 18 times greater from one van to another. 
Meanwhile, the pollution from these vehicles and last mile logistics, 
the transportation of goods from the fulfilment hub to their final 
destination, is: “expected to grow 78% between 2019 and 2030“ 
according to the World Health Organisation (WHO). 

Upstream logistics presents its own set of issues too, 20% of trucks on 
European roads are empty. Similarly, 3 out of 4 trucks in the USA are 
at below 51% loading capacity. Even pre-covid, WHO and McKinsey 
calculated that in some of the world’s largest cities, delivery vans 
would add 11 minutes to the average commute. 

Convenient deliveries are 
making cities unliveable

58%
Increase in CO2 emissions from vans 
on EU roads since 1991.

11 min.
Additional commute time due to delivery vans.

75%
Of trucks are below 51% loading capacity.
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https://www.euractiv.com/section/electric-cars/opinion/deliveries-are-up-e-van-sales-are-not-thats-a-disaster-for-pollution/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/electric-cars/opinion/deliveries-are-up-e-van-sales-are-not-thats-a-disaster-for-pollution/
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone
https://airindex.com/top-selling-vans-have-nox-emissions/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/01/carbon-emissions-online-shopping-solutions/
https://www.mixmove.io/post/increase-fill-rates-in-freight-transportation
https://www.mixmove.io/post/increase-fill-rates-in-freight-transportation
https://www.supplychainbrain.com/articles/31461-podcast-a-way-to-cut-down-on-empty-space-in-the-truck
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/01/carbon-emissions-online-shopping-solutions/


On top of this, more companies are opening local 
Micro Fulfilment Centres (MFCs). MFCs are small-
scale warehouses, and dark stores (warehouses 
organised like stores but operating for deliveries 
only). While bringing products closer to home, the 
atomisation of fulfilment infrastructure threatens 
the local quality of life. 

For example, Ocado is creating a MFC near a 
school in North London, concentrating vehicle 
pollution nearby. On the other hand dark stores 
are slowly replacing the local corner shop. This 
threatens access to goods and the livelihoods of 
small business owners; an integral part of the 
social fabric of communities. 

The impact of convenience extends far beyond 
cities. Fulfillment: Winning and Losing in One-Click 
America by journalist Alec MacGillis is all about the 
redesign of rural land, to accommodate newfound 
shopping habits. This is dissected in Chloé Zhao’s 
Oscar-winning Nomadland too.
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https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/property-and-planning/what-does-micro-fulfilment-mean-for-the-future-of-rapid-delivery/602575.article
https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/property-and-planning/what-does-micro-fulfilment-mean-for-the-future-of-rapid-delivery/602575.article
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/05/corner-shops-lockdown-delivery-apps-grocery-stores
https://www.alibris.co.uk/booksearch?mtype=B&keyword=Fulfillment%3A+Winning+and+Losing+in+One-Click+America&hs.x=0&hs.y=0
https://www.alibris.co.uk/booksearch?mtype=B&keyword=Fulfillment%3A+Winning+and+Losing+in+One-Click+America&hs.x=0&hs.y=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sxCFZ8_d84


Home deliveries continue to impact the environment long after they 
reach your door. On average, 22% of packages in the UK were 
returned in 2019, a rise from the 14% average return rate in 2010. This 
also varies by industry, with fashion generating the highest rates of 
return, between 30% and 40%.

Crucially, returns follow different routes; in America, the average 
return travels 1200 miles, emitting 15mn Metric Tonnes of CO2 each 
year. It’s a similar story in Europe, with returned goods from Paris to 
Orléans, eventually reaching Slovakia. In addition to the pollution 
generated by transportation, about 5B lbs (2.2B kg) of packaging 
waste ends up in landfill –three times the amount of waste the entire 
city of Seattle generates in a year.

1200 miles
Average distance travelled for returns in the USA.

30 - 40%
Average return rate for fashion purchases. 

5 Bn lbs.
Of packaging waste ends up in landfill –three times the 
amount of waste the entire city of Seattle generates in 
a single year.
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https://www.imrg.org/insight/imrg-returns-review-2020/
https://www.imrg.org/insight/imrg-returns-review-2020/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/10/growing-online-sales-means-more-returns-and-trash-for-landfills.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/10/growing-online-sales-means-more-returns-and-trash-for-landfills.html
https://info.optoro.com/hubfs/Optoro%202019%20Impact%20Report.pdf
https://info.optoro.com/hubfs/Optoro%202019%20Impact%20Report.pdf
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/meteo/climat/video-quel-est-l-impact-ecologique-de-nos-retours-produits-envoye-special-a-calcule-l-empreinte-carbone-de-leurs-incroyables-periples_4656747.html
https://info.optoro.com/hubfs/Optoro%202019%20Impact%20Report.pdf
https://info.optoro.com/hubfs/Optoro%202019%20Impact%20Report.pdf


Last year, 5mn parcels were reported lost or 
stolen in the UK. Moreover, couriers themselves 
are usually paid per package and therefore 
pressured to work quickly. These workers often 
go hours without toilet breaks or emergency 
assistance to meet delivery promises. 

One lesser known fact about their working 
conditions is that drivers are contractors earning
less than minimum wage, without any protection, 
sick days, paid holidays or other social advantages. 
That pressure is leading to a higher accident risk 
according to a recent UCL study. This led to a global 
strike by Amazon workers asking for an improvement 
in working conditions such as higher wages, the end 
of surveillance policies, and a review of break time, to 
name but a few issues.  

Convenient deliveries harm the 
people they’re “designed” to benefit 
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https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/jul/30/over-5m-people-in-uk-had-parcels-lost-or-stolen-last-year-says-citizens-advice
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/jul/30/over-5m-people-in-uk-had-parcels-lost-or-stolen-last-year-says-citizens-advice
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/mar/11/amazon-delivery-drivers-bathroom-breaks-unions
https://twitter.com/rajeshraghavan_/status/1449389247891341313?s=28
https://twitter.com/rajeshraghavan_/status/1449389247891341313?s=28
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jul/18/hermes-couriers-paying-staff-less-than-living-wage
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jul/18/hermes-couriers-paying-staff-less-than-living-wage
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2018/aug/gig-economy-drivers-and-riders-heightened-risk-traffic-collisions
https://waronwant.org/news-analysis/make-amazon-pay-global-demands
https://waronwant.org/news-analysis/make-amazon-pay-global-demands


Today, companies’ business, service and logistics 
models are customer-centred. Their design aims to 
fulfil customers’ desires; people’s problems 
are often only studied in the light of business 
requirements. Product and service development 
revolves around increasing adoption, retention, 
and the frequency of purchase and less around 
who really needs e-commerce and next day 
delivery in the first place. 

The convenience of online shopping and next 
day delivery is undeniable. It’s made products 
and services more accessible than ever, especially 
for vulnerable people, but home-deliveries at the 
current scale are not sustainable.

This brings us to consider: what if deliveries were 
not customer-centred? What if the business model 
underpinning them did not prioritise immediate 
gratification, but instead provided a sustainable 
service, made of compromises, at scale? 

To gain insight into this problem space, we launched 
a thought experiment. The goal was to reimagine 
services as if they were not designed to fulfil
instantaneity but in symbiosis with their environment.

Designing for humans, 
not customers
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Deliveries could be triggered when the number 
of packages to be delivered in a specific radius 
is reached. This would help reduce the number of 
half empty delivery vans, and ensure their space 
is optimised. To support this, and reduce waiting 
time, orders in urban areas could be delivered by 
pedal or electric bikes, covering a smaller radius, 
while deliveries in rural areas would still be covered 
by vans. 

From a business point of view, the main challenge 
here is to rethink infrastructure. Instead of having 
large fulfilment hubs outside of cities, fulfilment 
centres could be smaller and more local or 
accessible. Being filled at night would halve 
congestion on the roads and the associated 
pollution. However, the location of these centres 
needs to be more carefully chosen. One option is 
to redevelop empty spaces unfit for retail or living. 
Here, considering communities will help avoid the 
current failings of existing dark stores.

For recipients, there wouldn’t be a big change in 
the speed of delivery. If customers would like to get 
their product(s) quickly, they could simply opt 
for bikes, filled faster than vans in our example. 

This shift in behaviour would impact the 
relationship customers have with deliveries. 
Namely: they would become more aware of the 
delivery system, and the consequences of their 
decisions.

What if logistics prioritised delivery 
efficiency instead of delivery speed?
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While home deliveries increased accessibility 
to products, not everyone needs this kind of 
fulfilment, especially not all the time. A middle 
ground would be products ordered online made 
available nearby.

The main hurdle concerns infrastructure and 
collaboration. For non-home delivery to fly, lockers 
would have to be installed in convenient hotspots 
such as supermarkets, tube stations, Post Offices, 
etc. One thing to avoid is creating a complicated 
network: providing too many delivery locations. 

The second aspect is for companies to agree 
on using a common system. Without shared 
infrastructure and robust lines of communication 
between local pick-up points and logistics 
companies, the viability of this solution is low. 
For some companies, this might also mean serious 
technological investment. One option is a national 
approach, spearheaded and maintained by 
governments particularly when public places 
are being considered as nodes of logistics. 

For customers, the major disruption is to 
convenience: they will need to think about 
collecting packages, and perhaps go out of their 
way to do so. The delivery of big packages such 
as home appliances could still be carried out on 
a door-to-door basis, but our purpose here is to 
question the scale of home deliveries, not remove 
them altogether.

What if self-serve lockers 
became commonplace?
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Circa 2007, deliveries were an additional cost and 
required extra time and thought to configure. 
Since then, brands have improved delivery speed 
and reduced their cost - making regular 3–5-day 
deliveries free and developing premium services 
such as ASOS Premier or Amazon Prime to drive 
extra value and next day fulfilment. 

A side effect of this focus on convenience, 
and premium services, is that customers 
don’t see them, they’re invisible. While 
they’re paid for, people often don’t notice the 
monetary and environmental implications. These 
services might fulfil immediate customer needs, 
but don’t deliver on broader human needs.

A first step would be to educate people on the 
impact of their consumption through design and 
content. It’s not about shaming: it’s about being 
transparent. We can take inspiration from 
other industries, such as food or even travel - 
highlighting the “score” of products and services. 
In the food industry, a nutritional score is present 
on packaging to inform people about  
nutritional value. 

What if online retailers provided 
more transparency?
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https://www.santepubliquefrance.fr/en/nutri-score


£65.00Sub-Total

FREE Delivery

TOTAL £67.50

£32.50

tee w/ orange 
detail. 100% organic 
cotton

White   UK M

£32.50

tee w/ orange 
detail. 100% organic 
cotton

White   UK L

Shipping:

FREE Greener choice:  5-7  business days 
Emits 24 times less CO2 than driving 
to the shops. 

The average delivery vehicle transports 120 
packages at a time. By giving us a bit more 
time, we can make the most of our truck 
space, and reach full capacity meaning 
fewer vans = happier planet. 

FREE Standard: 3 - 5 business days 
Emits 2 times more CO2 than 
driving to the shops.

£10.00 Next day delivery
Emits 4 times more CO2 than 
driving to the shops.

Another example is the way services such as 
Skyscanner highlight “greener” flights. Ideally, the 
consideration wouldn’t only revolve around CO2 
emissions, but other factors such as contribution 
to traffic congestion during peak hours.

A step further would be to directly suggest days/
times for more responsible deliveries at check-
out, and to follow Sainsbury’s lead of signposting 
deliveries with a lower environmental impact.

* This example highlights ways to promote
green delivery options at checkout.
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https://www.sainsburys.co.uk/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/gb/groceries/get-ideas/features/features/enjoy-greener-grocery-delivery?storeId=10151&langId=44&krypto=fe02J7lvt%2FPzw8idPhf4Q1Fw7vT%2FqmWnCRrYfombZRQrnx7MQUWEZHhzmTiiYbHIUhUDIGPwRTFoELIJe0%2FJzXsKZVQ4ghe4Cm8f0xo3jMp3Ll%2BctMR9DjrLKvxYLEqsbxOJ6WzIuOwqxljbfmI7Eyr5Xd4AkolhETMTeCGWN%2B8%3D&ddkey=https%3Agb%2Fgroceries%2Fget-ideas%2Ffeatures%2Ffeatures%2Fenjoy-greener-grocery-delivery
https://www.sainsburys.co.uk/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/gb/groceries/get-ideas/features/features/enjoy-greener-grocery-delivery?storeId=10151&langId=44&krypto=fe02J7lvt%2FPzw8idPhf4Q1Fw7vT%2FqmWnCRrYfombZRQrnx7MQUWEZHhzmTiiYbHIUhUDIGPwRTFoELIJe0%2FJzXsKZVQ4ghe4Cm8f0xo3jMp3Ll%2BctMR9DjrLKvxYLEqsbxOJ6WzIuOwqxljbfmI7Eyr5Xd4AkolhETMTeCGWN%2B8%3D&ddkey=https%3Agb%2Fgroceries%2Fget-ideas%2Ffeatures%2Ffeatures%2Fenjoy-greener-grocery-delivery


Deliveries today revolve around the idea that 
customers can easily return items. Often, returns 
are free which drives behaviours such as 
bracketing (buying multiple items on purpose to 
return some). While this is great for customers, 
the environmental implications are seldom 
considered.

Items returned often never make it back to 
shelves and are instead sent to landfill, incinerated, 
or shipped abroad. Moreover, returns add to a 
strained logistics system, one that’s already at 
breaking point, post-Brexit.

At some point, loss leading free returns will no 
longer be deemed profitable or a good vehicle 
for customer acquisition, more efficient reverse 
logistics will be created, or retailers will force 
them to do something else. One way out of this 
is to design better businesses, services and 
experiences in the first place. 

More social forms of commerce in SEA and China 
already feature richer product information, visuals, 
and peer video reviews. Other options come from 
VR fitting or standardising the size of clothes. 

The goal is not to remove free returns altogether 
but to find a common ground, one that would 
satisfy customers by allowing them to return items, 
while also being conscious of changing the current 
attitude towards returns. One solution for today 
is to Buy Online, and Return In-Store. 

What if we changed how 
customers think about returns?
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https://www.retaildive.com/news/report-returns-are-now-a-routine-part-of-shopping/444381/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/report-returns-are-now-a-routine-part-of-shopping/444381/
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2021/11/free-returns-online-shopping/620169/
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2021/11/free-returns-online-shopping/620169/
https://whiplash.com/blog/buy-online-return-in-store/


Where do we start 
as designers?

80% of all product-related environmental impacts 
are determined during the design phase. Designers 
have a responsibility to find solutions that improve 
systems, not solutions that solely meet short term 
business and customer needs. One of the first steps 
we can take is to question customer-centred 
design. While it’s important to design for and with 
customers, designing faster deliveries because 
business models, design decisions and fufilment 
experiences have made customers think that’s what 
they need, isn’t a sustainable solution. 

An easy way to question this is to ask whether 
you’re designing for humans or users/customers. 
Human-centred design considers other people 
who are not a business’s customers and the planet 
as part of the design process. This means its 
purview is typically broader than UX or CX.

To remedy the craving for immediacy, we must 
focus on the crux of the e-commerce conundrum 
and design for un-met or unarticulated people and 
planetary needs. This means making sure that we 
know when to stop, while keeping in mind that not 
everything needs to be optimised to the bone: 
threatening the system’s resilience.
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https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-topic/sustainable-product-policy
https://medium.com/ted-hunt/decentering-user-centered-design-parts-1-4-f6cb4e6cca7d


TRANSPARENCY
Instead of hiding the cost of products and 
services behind layers of digitalisation, be 
transparent with people so they can make 
informed decisions. Allow them to choose a 
fast delivery because they need it but also 
allow them to make informed and unbiased 
decisions which may challenge your business 
model. This means presenting information in 
full, without obstruction. 

FAIRNESS
Avoid making people pay a premium because 
they’re availing a service that doesn’t follow your 
business-as-usual processes. Offering an “eco” 
delivery option but increasing the price of the 
service is like not offering the eco option at all, 
particularly if the increase in price limits access.

Convenience isn’t a sustainable USP. A person’s 
needs are wide and informed by their own 
tendencies. In essence, it’s all about unearthing 
those potentially unmet needs and designing 
sustainable solutions to meet them. A good 
service needs to have friction, to allow people 
to reflect and consider their action. An example 
of this is Dutch Supermarket Jumbo, designating 
check-out lines for people to chat, instead of 
increasing check-out speed.

REFLECTION

Adopted by France in 2019, the “sociétés à 
missions” (purpose driven companies) is a 
legal status granted to companies aligning 
their business to deliver against social and 
environmental objectives. One of the key 
companies to join is Danone. Another example 
is Back Market, using the EcoVadis certification 
to assess the social, environmental and ethical 
performance of its partners.  

ACCOUNTABILITY

What can we practice?
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https://reallifemag.com/money-for-nothing/
https://info.trendwatching.com/innovation-of-the-day/jumbo-checkout-chats-kletskassa?utm_campaign=iotd&utm_source=Telegram&utm_medium=Social&utm_term=Jumbo&utm_content=Jumbo
https://www.ft.com/content/1eff9241-ef11-4a38-8b5c-bb825fa108ca
https://www.ft.com/content/1eff9241-ef11-4a38-8b5c-bb825fa108ca
https://www.backmarket.com/content/event/impact-champions-ecovadis/149


The Good Ancestor

Small is beautiful: a study of economics as if 
people mattered

Design for the real world

Don’t ask kids what they want to eat, cook what 
they need

Combining Service and Systemic Design in 
Norway’s Public Sector

Systemic Design Toolkit

Consequence Scanning

Future Ethics

For more information on anything covered in this 
report, or to share your own ideas on how to improve 
e-commerce for people while remaining mindful of 
its environmental impact, please get in touch. 
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https://www.romankrznaric.com/good-ancestor
https://www.alibris.co.uk/Small-is-beautiful-a-study-of-economics-as-if-people-mattered-E-F-Schumacher/book/6139142?matches=40
https://www.alibris.co.uk/Small-is-beautiful-a-study-of-economics-as-if-people-mattered-E-F-Schumacher/book/6139142?matches=40
https://www.alibris.co.uk/Design-for-the-real-world-Victor-Papanek/book/1602501?matches=11
https://uxdesign.cc/dont-ask-kids-what-they-want-to-eat-cook-what-they-need-8b7d72c0e1f
https://uxdesign.cc/dont-ask-kids-what-they-want-to-eat-cook-what-they-need-8b7d72c0e1f
https://medium.com/touchpoint/combining-service-and-systemic-design-in-norways-public-sector-88e49d1ba0c2
https://medium.com/touchpoint/combining-service-and-systemic-design-in-norways-public-sector-88e49d1ba0c2
https://www.namahn.com/tool/systemic-design-toolkit/
https://doteveryone.org.uk/project/consequence-scanning/
https://nownext.studio/future-ethics
mailto:marketing%40foolproof.co.uk?subject=I%27d%20love%20to%20learn%20more%20about%20the%20report%20%22Why%20e-commerce%20is%20failing%20people%20and%20the%20planet%22

